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BRUSH AND WEED CUTTERS

PASTURE RENOVATORS

SHL7-30

B10GK

Marden has been the leader in developing a wide and diverse range of Brush Cutters (Choppers) for the 
last 70 years. We have many different models to choose from, and also custom design for specific needs.

Single-Drum Hydraulic units are designed especially for intensive 
brush management on shooting preserves and game ranches. 

B Series of Cutters were developed for heavy clearing such as forestry cut-overs, heavy mesquite and cedar.

L10

M10

L Series of Cutters are used primarily as a maintenance unit in controlling growth as well as developing fringe habitat. 

M Series of Cutters are designed for clearing brush that will be converted into improved pasture, or strip chopping 
for wildlife improvement. 

SHL7-30

The Marden Pasture Renovators are designed for a variety of uses including 
clearing brush for ranching, enhancing wildlife habitat, renovating sod bound 
compacted pastures, and even establishing seed beds for overseeding 
winter grasses. 

SHPR12-42
Single Drum units are available in many different drum diameters and widths. With optional hydraulic wheel 
lift. These units can also be transported readily on ranch roads.

SHPR12-42

HPR12-20
Tandem Hydraulic units are a preferred choice in Pasture Renovators due to the two drums working in an 
offset arrangement. HPR12-30B

SUB-SOIL PLOWS CRP122

CRP122
Two-Arm Ripper/Coulter Plow - with rear mount single cylinder fold up lift. 
This unit while operating on a float valve can maintain a continuous 16” to 
18” ripper depth while contouring. 
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CRP152 CRP154
Two-Arm Ripper/Coulter Plow with rear 
mount single cylinder fold up lift. 

Four-Arm Ripper/Coulter Plow with rear mount single 
cylinder fold up lift.  

DBCR150
Series Plows come in either 2 arm or 4 arm configuration with a drawbar. Ripper/Coulter 

VERSA-TILL PLOWS

SUB-SOIL PLOWS

CR4L
Rear mount, 4 point parallel lift with coulter and ripper assembly 
designed for the SK300, SK250 and CAT545 rubber tire tractors. 

CR4L

CR4LS
Rear mount, 4 point parallel lift with coulter and ripper assembly and also swivel body. Designed for Cat 
D7 and D8 size tractors.

V-SHEARS
Our V-Shears are designed and fabricated around Cat C-Frames for extra strength and durability.

CURVED FACE V-SHEAR
Designed to pass debris along the edge with the patented curved face, this shear works well in the 
large diameter pine and hardwood forests west of the Mississippi River. D6, D7, D8 size dozers.

MAXI-SPLIT V-SHEAR

VR HYDRAULIC-RELIEF V-RAKES

Designed to work in the second generation pine plantation. This model is lighter and shorter than our Curved 
Face unit, but still very durable. D6, D7, D8 size dozers.

Designed to move and align slash and debris while plowing. With the Hydraulic-Relief teeth, they can operate 
in unsheared ground helping to reduce site-prep costs. 


